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Yaşa
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Organization/Institution
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busrayasa94@gmail.com
  
  
   
Occupation
   
Student
  
  
   
Please choose the theme
   
2 Women’s Empowerment
  
  
   
Please briefly describe your organisation
   
Genç İz (Young Track) Academy,  is a student association composed of female student
volunteers. Our Academy has been operating  academic protocols and cooperation agreements
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signed with some particular universities since 2013. Within one year it is carried out so many
projects, courses, seminars, conferences and trips by providing services to university students.
The academie’s number of volunteers reached over 496, brought a different dimension to this
type of organization.
  
  
   
Statement Title
   
Genç İz Academy
  
  
   
Statement (600 words limit)
   
Genç İz (Young Track) Academy,  is a student association composed of female student
volunteers. Our Academy has been operating  academic protocols and cooperation agreements
signed with some particular universities since 2013. Within one year it is carried out so many
projects, courses, seminars, conferences and trips by providing services to university students.
The academie’s number of volunteers reached over 496, brought a different dimension to this
type of organization.
  In this globalizing world, our main goal is to support college women to get high awareness,
sensitiveness, respect to different values, to develope themselves in  academic and social
areas. Genç İz Academy serves for career, academia, culture and civilization platforms and
incorporates more than 20 clubs, such as; social responsibility, art, language, peace bridges,
science and faith, media club and etc...
  Social responsibility club is the most prominent of all. With projects carried out by large
segments of society, has contributed to human values in community.
  With  the "Reading Festival" , the university students are aimed to gain reading habits,
contributing them to have conscious, to get intellectual point of view and become the individuals
that have high perception power.
  By the social responsibility projects like, "Our brothers are chills" and "Burning Hearts Not
Mine" taking our conscience as pioneer , victims of mine disaster and the Van earthquake we
have had to bring spiritual support and various aids. We also provide organizations with
institutions engaged in this work.
  "Selsebil wells" is our biggest project that aspired to service of humanity and cultural
interaction supported by Genç İz Academy. With this project, not only as a citizen of Turkey, but
also as a citizen of the world, we intend struggle against human’s thirst by opening water wells
in Africa. Apart from our country, those people have different languages, religions, colors and
race, have achieved the support just for the sake  of humanity . By this way, what we target is,
100 wells in 6 months. Thanks to some programs, our volunteers through social media helped
to open 35 wells together with ‘Kimse Yok Mu’ institution. As of now, our 31 wells has already
under construction.
  With our social responsibility projects, as Genç İz Academy , we want to establish a bridge
between global peace and mankind, and we still have our efforts in this direction.
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